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Response
The FAA greatly appreciates the careful review of the DEIS and
comments provided by the ONCC. The FAA concurs with the
ONCC’s goal to ensure that decision-makers address quality of life
issues for all residents around O’Hare International Airport. It was
the intent of the EIS to fully address quality of life issues by
identifying significant environmental impacts to local residents and,
wherever possible, to devise approaches that avoid, minimize, or
mitigate such impacts prior to the FAA’s Record of Decision.
We welcome the participation of the ONCC in furthering that goal.
Toward that end, we will continue to participate in ONCC meetings
as requested throughout the remainder of the EIS process.
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Response
Again, FAA appreciates the active participation of the ONCC in
public forums and communications with federal, state, and local
officials during the course of the EIS process. We agree that the 90+%
reduction in noise impacts around O’Hare between 1984 and 2002 is
due to the continued involvement and commitment of the City of
Chicago, the airlines using O’Hare, suburban leaders, individual
residents, and many FAA employees, all who have been actively
committed to reducing noise at the airport.
We are pleased to note that the ONCC concurs with the FAA that
safety is the number one priority. Moreover, we note that the
enormous reductions in noise impact around O’Hare have been
achieved without any compromise to margins of safety.
While FAA has addressed the quality of life for airport neighbors by
conducting a rigorous analysis of noise and other environmental
impacts within the EIS, operational safety is and must remain FAA’s
highest priority. Consistent with the FAA mission, the FAA has
developed the Flight Plan 2005-2009 (Flight Plan). One of the goals of
the Flight Plan is to “work with local government and airspace users
to provide capacity in the United States airspace system that meets
projected demand in an environmentally sound manner.” The FAA
is committed to working with the public, ONCC, and the City of
Chicago on these matters in the future.
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Response
FAA concurs that proper identification of aircraft noise impacts is
essential to efforts to mitigate noise effectively. FAA anticipates that
the ONCC will continue to play an essential role in community
outreach to hear the view of the airport’s neighbors regarding noise
impacts and the continuing efforts to reduce and mitigate noise. The
following recommendations provided to the FAA in these comments
on the Draft EIS, along with our responses to those comments, are an
important step in that process.
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Response
The City of Chicago has committed to the FAA to continue its work with
the ONCC and local community leaders and officials to reduce aircraft
noise at its source and improve the quality of life for residents around
O’Hare. Based on the major strides taken by the City in the past, in
association with ONCC, to reduce noise around O’Hare, we are
confident that such a productive relationship will continue into the
future.
We note the request of the ONCC that, for both phases of OMP, the City
of Chicago continue funding the O’Hare Residential Sound Insulation
Program (RSIP) to provide sound insulation to noise-impacted owneroccupied, single family homes surrounding O’Hare built before October
1, 1998, that are exposed to aircraft noise levels of 65 DNL and greater.
As noted in Chapter 7 of the Final EIS, the City of Chicago could
continue the existing voluntary RSIP. For example, the City could
provide sound insulation for eligible residences which are subject to a
significant noise impact, or which would become incompatible, as a
result of selecting any of the Build Alternatives (DNL 1.5 db increase
within the 65 DNL or greater contour, or newly within the 65 DNL or
greater noise contour), to reduce the transmission of outside noise into
the homes.
Continued on the following page.

5

The FAA notes that the ONCC is researching specific guidelines that
could be used as resources for communities attempting to develop their
own noise insulation building codes. We note further that the ONCC
advises noise-affected communities to look at implementing voluntary
modifications to their building codes. The FAA has actively been
promoting noise/land use compatibility planning in airport vicinities for
many years. In 1983, the FAA published Advisory Circular 150/5020-1,
Noise Control and Compatibility Planning for Airports, to provide guidance
for local communities and airport operators. In recent years, the FAA
has developed a land use compatibility toolkit that is available on its
website (http://www.aee.faa.gov/noise/lupitoolkit.htm). The toolkit
includes a number of references describing methods for undertaking
airport land use compatibility planning and regulation.
Continued on the following page.
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Response
ONCC comments further that the City and the FAA should continue to
fund the O’Hare School Sound Insulation Program, which provides
noise-impacted schools with windows, doors, ceiling insulation, and
related measures to reduce the transmission of aircraft noise. We note
that ONCC supports annual funding levels for sound insulation projects
as articulated in the document submitted by the O’Hare Modernization
Program and the Chicago Department of Aviation to the FAA. These
funding levels are identified in Appendix F of Request for Letter of Intent for
a Multi-Year AIP Grant-in-Aid Funding submitted by the City of Chicago
to the FAA on March 1, 2005.

5
continued

One of the documents available on the site, Land Use Compatibility and
Airports, is a guidebook developed by the FAA’s Southern Region,
Airports Division. In Chapter VII, Compatible Land Use Tools and their
Potential Applications, are detailed guidance and suggestions for
establishing airport-compatible land use policies and regulations,
including building code amendments setting sound insulation
requirements, requiring appropriate noise insulation standards as part of
construction would be a very productive means of assuring noise
compatibility. With respect to the O’Hare environment, the FAA
recognizes the particular advantage to the communities of compatibly
redeveloping or modifying existing land uses rather than acquiring and
demolishing sections of established neighborhoods.

6

ONCC comments that municipal zoning ordinances can be used by a
community to prevent incompatible land uses in the future. They note
that, in the many local cases in which land is already incompatibly
developed, emphasis should be placed on utilizing zoning powers or
other ordinances to prevent future incompatibilities as land uses
transition over time. As outlined in the guidebook, Land Use
Compatibility and Airport, referenced above, the FAA strongly concurs
with this comment and supports zoning for compatible land use
development and amendments to local land use plans. Through our
continued participation with ONCC, we look forward to further
advancing noise compatibility in the O’Hare communities.
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Response
Please see the response to this comment on the previous page.

7

In its comments on the Draft EIS, ONCC points out that they should
advise the City of Chicago on the relocation of the GRE (Ground
Runup Enclosure) as part of its oversight of the ORD Fly Quiet
Program. FAA welcomes input from the ONCC on the optimal
location of the GRE, a commitment to which has been made a part of
each Build Alternative. As described in Section 5.1 of the EIS, the
GRE facility is currently located on the scenic hold pad in the north
quadrant of the airport. Under the Build Alternatives, the GRE will
be relocated slightly to the northeast. The existing and future
locations of the GRE facility are depicted in Exhibits F-19 and F-20,
respectively, of the EIS.

8

ONCC requests that the OMP provide for sound barrier walls and/or
berms and natural landscaping to reduce aircraft noise off airport.
The FAA believes that sound attenuation of the type described in the
ONCC comments is most cost effectively provided by earthen berms.
The City has successfully used excess earthen materials in the past to
create berms. However, the quantity and availability of these
materials for berms, in the future, is unknown at this time. Subject to
the material availability, the FAA encourages the City of Chicago to
provide such facilities.
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Response
For purposes of improving better implementation of procedures that
make better use of noise abatement flight tracks, ONCC recommends
that the City of Chicago and the FAA evaluate and implement
emerging Global Positioning System (GPS) technologies. Toward
that end, they further support consideration of incentives to airlines
for installing updated avionics equipment and they advocate an
increase in funding for development and implementation of new
technologies that better manage flight tracks and reduce delays by
making more efficient use of airspace. Since the late 1990’s, the FAA
has actively supported the use of GPS for noise abatement at ORD,
working with the ONCC to implement procedures based on GPS
technologies. That effort is discussed in more detail in the response
to comment, immediately below.
Regarding the installation of advanced equipment in aircraft,
however, neither the FAA nor the City of Chicago may spend funds
derived from aviation revenue sources for investment in aircraft
avionics equipment. The airlines, which are the proper source of
such investment, have been making substantial investment in new
aircraft with state-of-the-art avionics and, in cases where there is
economic justification, have been retro-fitting older aircraft with
advanced avionics.

10

Response to Comments

U.4-363

ONCC recommends that FAA review and select opportunities to
utilize RNAV departure procedures such as those offered by the
Advanced Flight Track Procedures (AFTPro) program, which is
awaiting FAA approval. FAA notes ONCC’s interest in the AFTPro
program. We also note that the ONCC also fully supports an
increase of funding available for research, development, and
implementation of new technologies to reduce noise at the source,
such as NASA’s Quiet Aircraft Technology Program.
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Response
Please see the response to this comment on the previous page.

11

ONCC recommends that FAA and the City of Chicago renew their
commitment to adhere to existing and proposed noise abatement
procedures, including Fly Quiet. The FAA and the City respond that they
continue to be committed to the successful use of Fly Quiet and other
procedures, as is evidenced in part by the 90+% reduction in noise
impacted homes around O’Hare in the 1984-2002 time period.
Furthermore, both the FAA and the City commit to continue to work with
the ONCC to develop beneficial noise abatement and mitigation programs
that enjoy the support of the ONCC member communities.

12

13

14

15

Response to Comments

U.4-364

At this point it is not reasonable to either assume that there would be a
new Fly Quiet Program or speculate about what a new Fly Quiet Program
would be. FAA will, however, give consideration to suggestions for
changes in the Fly Quiet Program developed by the ONCC and requested
of the FAA by the City of Chicago. It is FAA’s understanding that it is the
City Chicago’s intent to continue the existing Fly Quiet Program. The Fly
Quiet Program would be modified by ONCC in the future only if needed;
such modification would be done in consultation with the FAA and the
City of Chicago Department of Aviation. Modification requiring FAA
action would be subsequent to its prior approval, and any necessary
environmental review. If FAA’s Record of Decision approves a Build
Alternative, the existing Fly Quiet Program would remain in place, except
as affected by runway decommissioning. The EIS discloses the potential
effects of runway decommissioning on the Fly Quiet Program.
In addition, ONCC asked FAA to recommend in the EIS a re-examination
of how the airspace around ORD is utilized for arrival and departure
traffic, and how it might be restructured to permit unrestricted climb. The
FAA considered this request and has concluded that the examination of
airspace traffic in the TAAM modeling contained in the FEIS has covered
all possible features of the O’Hare airspace and all capabilities of the
current ORD ATC system. This analysis and its results are described in
Appendix D of the FEIS.
ONCC comments that they encourage research into technologies that
enable better airspace management and unrestricted climb capability.
Please see responses to ONCC comments 9 and 12.
ONCC encourages the development of approach procedures that will
promote additional noise reduction, especially at night, as well as other
improvements as outlined in later comments, provided below.
At this point it is not reasonable to either assume that there would be new
nighttime approach procedures. However, the FAA and the City of
Chicago welcome such recommendations by the ONCC and commit to
work with them in the future to review the feasibility of such procedures.
Please see the response to this comment on the following page.
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Response
The recommendation by ONCC for the FAA to test and implement
Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) procedures refers to a type of
procedure being tested at Louisville International Airport and at
Frankfurt, Germany. At Louisville, the FAA-funded Center of
Excellence program, a group of researchers, in conjunction with United
Parcel Service, have been conducting tests of CDA procedures. CDA
entails a continuous descent angle, which begins farther from the
airport and at higher altitudes, thus requiring fewer power and flapsetting changes during the approach. By remaining higher over more
distant communities and by avoiding protracted low-altitude level
flight, noise is reduced over those communities. CDA is not expected
to reduce noise at communities located beneath the approach and near
the airport (typically within 8 to 9 miles distance), nor to lower noise
over communities that are significantly impacted by noise. FAA
considered the potential for applying CDA in the O’Hare environment
and has tentatively concluded that it would not be operationally
feasible, as it would require complete restructuring of the Chicago
airspace to provide unimpeded continuous descents over long
distances through the airspace, at the expense of efficient routing of
departing traffic. The final results of the Louisville trial will be
provided to the ONCC. However, given the minimal noise reduction
associated with the procedure and its associated airspace impacts, it is
doubtful that CDA would be warranted at O’Hare.
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Response
ONCC offers several suggestions for improvements to the night Fly Quiet
Program and for effectively adapting the current program to the new
airfield configuration of the selected Build Alternative. These suggestions
include: nighttime arrival and departure procedures, preferential runway
usage, Ground Runup Enclosure, use of entire runway length (as opposed
to intersection departures), improved guidance for flight track adherence,
etc. At this point it is not reasonable for the FAA to assume that there
would be a new Fly Quiet Program or to speculate about what it might be.
FAA will, however, give consideration to suggestions for changes in the
Fly Quiet Program developed by the ONCC and requested of the FAA by
the City of Chicago. Also see the response to ONCC comment 11 above.

17

Since the middle 1990’s, it has been the responsibility of the ONCC to
identify, suggest, and monitor enhancements to night noise procedures at
ORD. ONCC requests in their comments on the DEIS that the City of
Chicago adopt and maintain a formal communications program to keep
the airlines and controllers informed of deviations from the procedures in
order to institute corrective actions. The Fly Quiet Report is an example of
a very successful formal reporting mechanism to the public and the
aviation community. The FAA and the City concur with that
recommendation and commit to working with the ONCC to continue to
evaluate improvements that can be made in the Fly Quiet Program.

18

ONCC also recommends that DNL (Day-Night Average Sound Level) be
the principal metric for evaluation of the effectiveness of the Fly Quiet
Program on nighttime noise conditions at O’Hare, but that supplemental
noise metrics may used to enhance the analytical and reporting
capabilities of the Fly Quiet Program. Examples of supplemental metrics
include Leq (hourly average levels), SEL (sound exposure levels used to
describe the noise of an entire single noise event), Lmax (the peak level)
and Time-Above (the duration of noise above a selected level). The FAA
does not object to these ONCC recommendations. Although DNL is the
noise metric specified for use in all FAA noise impact assessment, we also
recommend that noise assessments be made using supplemental metrics,
only if deemed appropriate to do so. DNL is the principal noise metric
used in this EIS for general impact assessment, while information about
supplemental metrics is provided in Appendix F, Section F.1 to provide a
better understanding of the implications of the predicted noise levels in
particular circumstances. Finally, an assessment of noise levels at noise
sensitive facilities based on a series of supplemental metrics is provided in
Appendix F, Section F.3.
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Response
This comment refers to the use of Distant Noise Abatement Departure
procedures (NADPs) from all runways at O’Hare as part of the noise
mitigation for the Build Alternative. Based on FAA Order 91-53, the NADPs
are either “distant” or “close-in.” Distant procedures entail power and flap
management that results in less noise impacts to communities that are not
located close to the runway (generally within about three miles, depending
on the airplane). Close-in procedures reduce noise on communities located
very close to the airport (typically 1-3 miles away), but at the expense of
communities located somewhat farther out. NADPs were studied at O’Hare
in the early 1990’s, and it was concluded that Distant NAPDs were better
suited for use at O’Hare than were close-in procedures. However, it was
also concluded at that time that Stage 3 noise-level aircraft showed little or
no noise benefit from either procedure. Accordingly, it was recommended
that Distant NADPs be used for the older Stage 2 and retrofitted Stage 3
aircraft, but that pilot discretion be used to select the appropriate noise
abatement procedures for the newer Stage 3 aircraft. Since all aircraft over
75,000 lbs. operating at O’Hare are now Stage 3, as are the lighter Regional
Jets, use of the Distant NADP is no longer applicable to the bulk of the fleet
using the airport.

20

ONCC states that it feels strongly that there should be greater adherence to
the O’Hare Tower Order by controllers and pilots, especially regarding the
altitude of departing aircraft at 3,000 feet when they are permitted to turn.
Reference was made to the use of overlay maps on radar screens to assist air
traffic controllers in keeping departing aircraft on nighttime noise
abatement flight tracks and away from residential areas. ONCC requests
that the FAA work with them and the City to evaluate the enforcement,
workability, and effectiveness of this tower order. In response, we
acknowledge the close working relationship that has existed among the
ONCC, the FAA and the City to improve adherence to the desired tracks
and turn altitudes.
Continued on the following page.

21

ONCC recommends that the City of Chicago’s noise monitoring system be
further enhanced to provide more data on aircraft noise events, including
additional noise monitors, optimally located relative to the selected new
runway configuration. In response, the City of Chicago agrees to work with
the ONCC to relocate monitors and add monitors, optimized to the selected
new runway configuration.
Continued on the following page.
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Continued from the previous page.
As is evidenced by the quarterly Fly Quiet Report, substantial
improvement has been accomplished by raising pilot and controller
awareness of the procedures. FAA and the City commit to continuing to
work with the ONCC to improve adherence to the desired procedures.
With a multi-directional runway system such as exists at O’Hare, the
ability of the FAA to precisely control tracks and turns has been limited
because of the necessity for a high degree of controller flexibility in safely
and efficiently routing potentially conflicting traffic. With the transition to
a more parallel runway operation, as proposed in the Build Alternatives,
there may be opportunities to install navigational aids and procedures that
will better standardized flight procedures. The FAA and the City will
work with the ONCC to evaluate such procedures prior to the
commissioning of a new runway, consistent with the EIS modeling
assumptions.

21
continued

Continued from the previous page.
ONCC also states that the City and ONCC must continue to be obligated
to continually inform residents about noise data and noise issues in the
region through their respective web sites, as well as printed and
multimedia materials. In response, the City of Chicago concurs with this
request and will continue to work with the ONCC to seek improvement in
these areas.
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Response
The FAA did conduct a composite noise analysis including assessment of
ground procedures associated with the OMP, see Appendix F,
Attachment F-2. This analysis concludes that for Build Out +5 there
would be no significant impacts due to ground noise. Adjacent
neighborhoods exposed to lower ground noise levels will be included in
the sound insulation program for aircraft noise as applicable.

23

ONCC cites the efforts of the airlines to replace the older Stage 2 and
retrofitted Stage 3 aircraft fleet with more advanced, quieter aircraft, and
urges the carriers to continue that effort, working toward the more
stringent ICAO Chapter 4 standard, which goes into effect for newlymanufactured aircraft in 2006. FAA acknowledges this comment and
encourages ONCC to work further with the airlines in this very beneficial
effort.

24

ONCC requests that the ORD noise compatibility program and noise
exposure maps be regularly updated throughout the duration of the OMP,
including an evaluation of noise impacts resulting from runway
reconfigurations during each phase of construction. This should entail a
comparison of the changing frequency of flight operations and noise
impacts, as well as the changing flight tracks and frequency of use.
In response, the FAA has projected and disclosed the noise impacts during
each phase of construction in both the Draft EIS and Final EIS. In addition,
information on operations and flight tracks has been included in
Appendix F of the Final EIS. If the City of Chicago and the ONCC choose
to produce updated noise exposure maps during implementation, the
FAA would not object.
ONCC points out that the 2002 Baseline Noise Contour used in the EIS
should be considered final at this point, but that the future noise exposure
maps, which reflect current noise abatement policies, should be
considered preliminary. These maps should be subject to modification
during an update of the ORD noise mitigation plan. In response, please
see our response to ONCC comment 16.
In addition, ONCC states that the ultimate goal of OMP noise mitigation
and abatement programs should be to ensure that noise impacts from the
operation of each reconfigured runway phase should be less than the noise
impact in 2000.
Continued on the following page.
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Response
In response, the FAA notes that we conducted our noise impact analysis
utilizing 2002 baseline contours. The FAA and the City of Chicago agree to
seek this result, subject to the limitations of the funding commitment made
in response to ONCC comment and to the practicability of the noise
abatement planning efforts to be undertaken by the ONCC with support
from the FAA and the City.
The FAA and the City of Chicago agree to seek this result, subject to the
limitations of the funding commitment made in response to ONCC
comment and to the practicability of the noise abatement planning efforts to
be undertaken by the ONCC with support from the FAA and the City.
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25

ONCC requests that the criteria for evaluation of the noise mitigations
measures should be recommended by FAA, with input from the City of
Chicago and ONCC. We support ONCC’s involvement with O’Hare noise
mitigation measures. Our long-standing policy is that the Day-Night
Average Sound Level of 65 dBA (65 DNL) is the primary criterion for
evaluating aircraft noise impacts, noise mitigation, and eligibility for FAA
funding assistance. The FAA has used that criterion for evaluation of the
alternatives in this EIS and recommends it for future evaluations at O’Hare.
Other criteria that may be selected for use by the ONCC and the City at that
time may include the year(s) of evaluation, the operational assumptions,
locally-established noise compatibility standards, and supplemental metrics.
See response to ONCC comment 4 with regard to the cost estimates.

26

The final comments of ONCC pertain to public outreach programs and
forums. They urge the City of Chicago to sponsor formal and informal
workshops at periodic points during the planning and implementation
processes of the selected OMP Build Alternative. The FAA acknowledges
the request and notes that in Section 5.20 of the EIS, the City has committed
to a public outreach program throughout the construction process.
Dialogue with the public and opportunities for input will be encouraged.
Other forums might be small group briefings, public information
workshops, and public hearings, as appropriate and as jointly agreed by
ONCC and the City of Chicago.
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Continued from the previous page.
The City of Chicago also agrees, as requested by the ONCC, to disseminate ongoing construction
awareness information for communities that could potentially be affected by scheduled runway and
taxiway construction and maintenance work, and significant changes to aircraft operating procedures
at O’Hare. These outreach efforts may resemble current methods used by the City during substantial
airfield disruptions or may be expanded to include other methods suggested by the ONCC and the
public. Section 5.20.4.5 of the Final EIS provides a list of methods that the DOA has used in the past to
coordinate with and/or inform the public regarding various construction activities and that will be used
as public coordination devices for the Build Alternatives.
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Response
ONCC concludes its comments by stressing the need for continued
dialogue and access to information, and urging that the above comments
be addressed during the EIS process. We thank the ONCC for its
thoughtful comments and note that the above responses will be placed for
public view in the Final EIS. Both the FAA and the City of Chicago
commit to continued dialogue with and access to information by ONCC
during the remainder of this EIS process and during subsequent
implementation phases.
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